Mega Money Rush
How to play
Mega Money Rush is racing game which lets you collect coins and win money prizes.
The game has 8 worlds that you open by winning experience points (XP).
In order to start a race, you’ll need to select the world you wish to play in from the home menu and
then place a bet and spin the wheel.

Click the "Total Bet" button to set the bet value. Then close the bet window and click "SPIN" button
to play.

Outer Wheel
In the outer wheel you can win the following:
Start a race and win money prizes.

Collect powerups on wheel and use them on the racetrack to maximize your winnings
and progress in the game.

Surprise – You may win money prizes with x1, x2, multipliers, powerups bundles or
experience points (XP).

Entitles you to 100 XP (experience points)

No win

Internal Wheel
The internal wheel determines how many treasure chests will be distributed on the racetrack, of if
the bonus race will be won. In each treasure chest there is a stash of coins which grant a money
prize. The number of treasure chests is revealed only when a race is won on the outer wheel.
The more treasure chests distributed on the racetrack, the more chances to win high prizes.

The optional results on the internal wheel are:

Racetrack
Press the spacebar to start a race. Press left and right arrows to move the vehicle.
Collect the coins, treasure chests and powerups and avoid running over obstacles.

By collecting coins and treasure chests you win money prizes. Running over obstacles will drop coins
and reduce winnings. For more information check the specific worlds paytables.

Track Items
1 Gold coin = 1% of the bet value

Contains various multipliers of the bet value. Check specific world’s paytables for detailed
prize list.
Attracts gold coins and treasure chests automatically. Active for 11 rows.

Enables the vehicle to run over obstacles without dropping gold coins and without losing
control. Active for 25 rows.
Attracts gold coins and destroys all obstacles. Effective for 5 rows.

Bonus Race
Winning the "BONUS RACE" slice on the internal wheel, will start the bonus race mode.
In the bonus screen a vehicle must be selected. The selected vehicle shows the prize available to
collect only the frenzy racetrack.

Once clicking "GO", a bonus race starts with coins and treasure chests only.

Dashboard

A dashboard on the top of the racetrack screen shows how much money has been collected in the
race, how many treasure chests have been distributed on the screen and how many treasure chests
have been collected.
The dashboard also shows the available powerups during the current race. Once a powerup is
collected, it’s icon lit up and stays lit as long as the powerup is active.

Controls

Disconnection Policy
Due to the nature of the communications medium for the game, the player may experience
interruptions delays or termination of the game play cycle.
In the event of an unexpected interruption/termination of a real play game, the game will recover to
the last known state.
Should a disconnection occur after a bet has been places and before the race is completed, at the
next game session you will promoted to get the same race you already won.

